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How to Retain Drivers

Driver Shortage is the #1 Concern of Fleets
Today!
Recently, I was in a meeting with safety directors of fleets that are members of the 
National Private Truck Council. As we went around the room discussing the number 
one issue facing their companies today, it was unanimous that the driver shortage was 
their main concern. 

The pressure on the trucking industry to help satisfy America’s growing consumption 
increases every year. Between now and 2027, the amount of freight moved by trucks is 
expected to jump by 27 percent. Meeting that demand won’t be an easy task for the 

nation’s trucking companies, especially
since America’s supply of drivers 
continues to dwindle. The ATA 
estimates that the industry will need 
more than 96,000 new drivers annually
for the next 10 years to keep pace with 
consumer spending. Very few industries 
– especially those at the heart of the

economy – face such a daunting challenge. A large percentage (45%) of these new 
drivers will be required merely to meet the shortfall created due to current drivers 
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CVSA to Hold
Operation Safe Driver 

Week in July

In mid-July, enforcement personnel will focus on 
the unsafe driving behaviors of both commercial 
and passenger-vehicle drivers as a part of 
Operation Safe Driver Week.

The Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) 
will use the enforcement campaign, slated for 
July 15-21, 2018, to help reduce the number of 
crashes, deaths, and injuries involving
commercial motor vehicles (CMVs) as the result 
of unsafe driving practices. It targets risky driving
behavior by anyone on the nation's roadways - in
or around CMVs - through education and traffic
enforcement.

Examples of unsafe driving behaviors tracked 
during the week include:
•speeding,
• distracted driving,
• texting,
• failure to use a seatbelt,
• following too closely,
• improper lane change, and
• failure to obey traffic control devices.

The event is sponsored by CVSA in partnership 
with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Administration and has received support from 
industry and transportation safety organizations.
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retiring; 33% will be required just to keep up with an increase in demand.

With the supply of qualified drivers at this time considerably low, driver salaries are 
expected to keep rising as an incentive to retain existing drivers, with many transport 
companies looking into innovative measures to entice old drivers to stay and new 
drivers to join the business.

What are You Doing to Retain the Good Drivers 
That You Have Today?
 The following are some tips for consideration to retain the good drivers you have: 

1. Review for your company policies and procedures for honesty with your drivers.
Make sure the policies are forthright and achievable by your drivers.  The number one
reason a driver leaves the employment of a motor carrier is that the driver feels that the
company has been dishonest with them.

2. Drivers need to be recognized as an asset to the company and a valued part of the
company in all aspects of their operations and performance.

3. Involve drivers in the operations of your company on a regular basis, i.e.: equipment
selection, accident review
committees, policy and procedure
issues, customer service
relationships etc.  Develop a
relationship with your drivers, know
who they are, show a genuine
concern for their welfare and
longevity with the company. This
relationship should be consistent
from the top management and
ownership down.

4. Review your pay and benefit programs to make sure they are competitive in the
industry.

5. Keep your vehicle maintained with a systematic maintenance and inspection program
that insures a safe operating unit for your driver.

6. Provide ongoing training.  It has been proven that drivers that receive training and are
elevated in position are less likely to leave your company.

7. Strictly adhere to your driver hiring and selection standards.  Qualified, experienced
drivers do not want to be associated with a company that hires substandard drivers.

8. Provide a structured and comprehensive new driver orientation-training program.
Drivers need to know the policies and procedures of the company prior to being placed
into service.  If the driver is informed of polices-procedures after being placed into
service they will likely terminate, as they do not know what other polices-procedures
they will be required to comply with in their job later on.

9. Recognize drivers for their achievements and performance.  Safe driving awards,
longevity awards, customer service, etc.  Provide 
the drivers with recognition that they cannot get 
anywhere else. The recognition should be 

Navigating Safety and
Compliance in 2018

Idealease and the National Private Truck Council 
NPTC will again be hosting safety seminars in 
2018.  The one day seminar this year will focus 
on the new Electronic Logging Device (ELD) 
regulation, basic safety and compliance, 
regulation changes and CSA.  The seminars will 
be provided to all Idealease customers, potential 
customers and NPTC members at no charge.  
The seminar provides important information 
applicable for both the novice and experienced 
transportation professionals.  To register for an 
upcoming seminar in 2018, Click Here.

Fall Seminars
(Sept-Nov)

8/9/2018 Santa Rosa, CA
9/19/18 Fort Wayne, IN

9/25/2018 Dallas, TX
9/26/2018 Houston, TX
10/4/2018 Moncton, NB
10/10/2018 Nashville, TN

10/16/18 Kansas City, MO
10/24/2018 Modesto/Turlock, CA

10/25/18 Oklahoma City, OK
11/7/2018 San Leandro, CA
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personalized to the driver…..Coats with their name and achievement, decals for the 
side of their units with their first name and achievement, plaques, etc.  All driver 
recognition should take place with other drivers as their peers in attendance.

10. When a driver terminates employment, conduct an exit interview. This can be done
in person or send a self addressed stamped envelope to the driver with a written
evaluation to be completed.  Try to determine what the actual reason for the driver
leaving your employment

Help Your Fleet Drivers Avoid Rear-end
Collisions
Most drivers would admit that when in a hurry they sometimes follow the vehicle in front 
of them too closely, but that’s not a good idea. According to the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration, rear-end crashes are the most frequently occurring type of 
collision, accounting for approximately 29% of all accidents in the U.S.

By failing to allow ample following distance, drivers rob themselves of time needed to 
react in an emergency, such as the car in front braking suddenly for an animal. The 
odds of a collision are even greater when tailgating behavior is combined with speeding 
or distracted driving.

A Good Rule of Thumb to Gauge Following
Distance
Your fleet drivers can help to avoid rear-end crashes by slowing down and dropping 
back from the vehicle in front, or by passing that vehicle if they can do so safely. They 
need to know that tailgating is not an option.

A common tool used to determine proper following distance is the 3-second rule. It 
works by choosing a fixed point that is even with the car in front of you, such as a road 
sign or building. If you reach that fixed point before you can count to three, you’re 
following too closely. 

Prepare Your Drivers Before They Take the
Wheel
While most of your drivers are aware that it’s wise to maintain proper following distance, 
it’s good to remind them periodically of your safety first policy with timely tips such as:

Use the 3-second rule. When the road is dry and
straight, the 3-second rule is a simple way to give 
yourself enough time to react if a car or truck in front 
of you stops unexpectedly.

 Be aware of the weather. If the road is wet, snowy 
or icy, the 3-second rule won’t apply, and you’ll 
need more room to stop. You must also be prepared in case a vehicle in front of you 
skids.

Factor in visibility. If you’re traveling dusk-to-dawn, that underscores the need for 
headlights that are clean and work properly, and for clean and clear windshields to 
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minimize the impact of glare.

Know the vehicle you’re driving. Does it have freshly adjusted brakes and ample tire 
tread? If not, you’ll need more space between your vehicle and the one in front of you to 
slow down.

Do not engage in distracting driving activities. Distracted driving is any activity that 
diverts attention from driving, including
talking or texting on your phone, eating 
and drinking, talking to people in your 
vehicle, fiddling with the stereo, 
entertainment or navigation 
system,anything that takes your attention 
away from the task of safe driving.
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